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BlackBox - Airbus X'treme Aims to give you a taste of things to come. The Airbus is a fly-by-wire marvel that is rightfully
acknowledged as one of the world's best passenger airliners. The Airbus A380 has been designed for airlines that value their
passengers and their satisfaction. It boasts the most up-to-date technologies and the most efficient range, but that is only the
beginning. This week's special feature explores the A380 from top to toe, and we give you a sneak peek into Airbus' new
developments. Airbus A380 The A380 is a true work of art. No other airplane features the all-wing design of the A380. The
open fuselage design allows passengers to enjoy exceptional views. It is a plane that will change your experience of flying. The
A380's newest version "Prologue" introduces enhanced systems. Safety is of the utmost priority. All new and upgraded systems
and components are designed to improve performance and safety. Each passenger is in a customized seat where a host of
sensors monitor each and every function. "Prologue" will bring together the existing technology with even more advanced
materials and updated systems. New and improved systems in the cockpit include: Enhanced crew-vehicle interface Enhanced
crew-aircraft interface Enhanced in-flight entertainment Enhanced communications And much more! One of the key features
of the "Prologue" is the new fly-by-wire flight control system. The innovative Fly-By-Wire (FBW) aircraft flight control
technology has been proven on the A300 XWB. This greatly reduces pilot workload and flight crew training requirements while
increasing the safety and reliability of the aircraft. You can read more about it at: Airbus A380 Overview and Basic
Specifications BlackBox - Airbus X'treme Aims to give you a taste of things to come. The Airbus is a fly-by-wire marvel that is
rightfully acknowledged as one . The Airbus A380 has been designed for airlines that value their passengers and their
satisfaction. It boasts the most up-to-date technologies and the most efficient range, but that is only the beginning 82157476af
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